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Abstract— Freezing of gait (FOG) and festination are common 
symptoms in Parkinson Disease. They affect gait pattern and are 
associated to fall risks. We aim at early detection of FOG and 
festination episodes in order to trigger FES assistance. In this 
paper we present preliminary experimental results of FOG and 
festination detection including frequency analysis and gait 
parameters changes. The proposed solution is based on one 
wireless inertial sensor placed on the patient shank. 
Index Terms— freezing of gait (FOG); festination; inertial 
measurement units (IMU); gait parameters estimation; 
Parkinson’s disease; 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Parkinson’s disease (PD) is the second most common 
neurodegenerative disorder [1,2]. This chronic disease is 
associated to gait impairment and high risk of falls [3]. 
Freezing of gait (FOG) is defined as “an episodic inability 
(lasting seconds) to generate effective stepping in the absence 
of any known cause other than Parkinsonism or high-level gait 
disorders”[4]. Festination while walking is defined as a 
tendency to move forward with increasingly rapid, but ever 
smaller steps [5].  
Focused attention and external stimuli can help patient to 
overcome FOG episodes [6]. Auditory rhythmic stimulation 
and visual marks on the ground are classically used [7,8]. 
Functional Electrical Stimulation (FES) has also been tested 
and preliminary results show FOG reduction observed during 
FES-assisted gait of PD patients [9,10]. 
Moore et al. have proposed a technique to identify FOG 
episodes [11] based on the frequency properties of leg vertical 
accelerations. The approach is based on the hypothesis that 
FOG occurrences are associated to trembling motion, which 
affect limb acceleration signal. They have introduced the so-
called freeze index (FI): the ratio between the signal (limb 
acceleration) power in the “freeze” band and the signal power 
in the “locomotor” band. The FI method was validated using 
one to seven accelerometers mounted on patients with 
satisfactory detection results [11]. Our objective is to propose 
an approach to detect as early as possible both FOG and 
festination episodes in order to later propose a robust solution 
for real-time control of FES-assistance [12]. Furthermore we 
intend to propose a solution based on a minimal number of 
embedded sensors and detection algorithms for future real-time 
applications. 
In the following we will detail the proposed methodology 
and report preliminary results on 7 PD patients. 
II. FREEZING OF GAIT DETECTION 
As described in previous section, the freezing index as 
introduced by Moore et al. [14–15] is based on a frequency 
analysis. For each instant t, FI(t) is defined as the square of the 
area under the power spectra of a 6 s window of data (centered 
at time t) in the “freeze” band (3-8Hz) , divided by the square 
of the area under the power spectra in the “locomotor” band 
(0.5-3Hz). Based on FOG duration, the optimal window width 
has to approximately be twice the duration of the shortest FOG 
event to be detected. In their article, Moore et al. have chosen a 
threshold as the mean plus one S.D. of the peak FI from nine 
epochs of volitional standing, such that FI values above this 
limit are designated as FOG.  
 We have introduced a new approach based on gait pattern 
changes observation for festination and FOG events detection 
[12]: the FOG criterion (FOGC).  Based on the continuous 
evaluation of two gait parameters: cadence and stride length, 
our hypothesis is that the cadence should increase whereas the 
stride length decreases (festination) before a FOG event occurs. 
For each detected stride n, its cadence (Cn), its length (Ln), 
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where: Cmax (5 strides/s) and Lmin (5cm) are respectively 
the expected maximal value for the cadence and minimal value 
for the length of strides (for bounding the criterion to 1).  
A high value of the FOGC is associated to a freezing of gait 
event. A criterion increase should indicate an imminent FOG 
episode. The FOGC value needs to be compa
adjusted for each patient. 
Gait segmentation and stride length
performed using inertia sensor-based walking
methods [13]. Using gyroscopic data for str
the horizontal speed is calculated from the ve
the stride onset and offset (gyroscopic signa
the accelerometric data integration. At the en
proportional correction is performed, based 
between the velocity estimated by the algorit
measured by gyroscopic sensors.  
III. EXPERIMENTAL SECTIO
We placed a wireless inertial measureme
patient shank (HikoB©)(Figure 1). The IMU
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micro SD card at a frequency of 200 Hz. A
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analyzed offline based on the video record
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modification of the gait - with no falling risk
gait modification with falling risk (orange); 
blocked with or without festination (red).  
 
Fig. 1.  HikoB© inertial measurement unit (Left) and
(Right) 
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order to detect gait changes including FOG and festination. In 
the future we will extend the approach by observing other gait 
parameters and perform experiments on a larger population in 
order to validate our method. We believe the FI index could be 
associated to methods based on gait parameters in order to 
detect walk patterns modification and possibly anticipate the 
occurrence of a FOG event. In the future we aim at piloting an 
electrical stimulator based on festination and freezing 
detection. 
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